Does your college or university have what it takes for you to hear, be heard and be understood, when it matters?

Emergency situations require immediate action. This places considerable responsibility on campus staff to act appropriately in the pivotal minutes before emergency services arrive.

Effective and intelligible communication is extremely important in these situations, as it provides guidance and safety to both students and staff.

Our communication system combines state-of-the-art hardware, mechanics and software, so you can provide critical information at any time, anywhere, every single time.
DEALING WITH TODAY'S COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES
When you choose to invest in a communication system, you want to get as much out of your investment as possible. We facilitate this by offering a highly scalable platform that deals with both your operational and critical communication challenges.

THE UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT

In recent years, we’ve seen a growing need for effective intercom, PA and mass notification systems in major schools, colleges and universities.

In the past, intercom was primarily utilized for everyday administrative tasks and general communication. Today, higher education facilities require the same equipment to deal with very diverse and dynamic threat situations.

During a critical event, we want you to hear, be heard and, most importantly, be understood every single time, because every second counts.

Today, communication solutions implemented at educational facilities are an important tool for situational and risk management.

1. PA SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Integrate with the sports hall PA system using our VoIP interface kit. Page teachers and students or broadcast pre-recorded messages from any intercom, (mobile) phone or dedicated IP PA panels.

2. ENTRANCES
Unexpected visits occur all the time. A video intercom station allows you to see who is calling at the entrance. Perfect for adding more security at student dorms.

3. VOIP SPEAKERS
IP PA speakers are easy to install and offer excellent IP paging in locations where you cannot use your PA system. Our IP Horn speaker is very rugged, handles all kinds of weather, and is ideal for open areas.

4. EMERGENCY STANCHIONS
Dedicated Stanchions with built-in strobe light attract attention and indicate the instant need for emergency assistance. Increase safety for students and staff on the common grounds.

5. RECEPTION
Be more efficient – use one central unit for both intercom, telephony and IP PA paging.

6. CLASSROOMS AND HALLWAYS
A single intercom station is powerful enough to operate both as a paging speaker and as an intercom station. Provide information to teachers and students for daily operations and during emergency situations.

7. OFFICES
IP PA speakers are easy to install and offer excellent IP paging in locations where you cannot use your PA system. Our IP Horn speaker is very rugged, handles all kinds of weather, and is ideal for open areas.

8. ENTRANCES & BARRIERS
Add a voice to your CCTV and Access Control System, so you can see and hear who is calling at the gate or door. Our Turbine stations provide crystal-clear, intelligible audio in a highly durable and rugged design.

EXTRA FEATURES:

- **SILENT ALARM** provides a discrete notification of any developing undesired situation when required.
- **INDUCTIVE LOOP** is supported, making your premises accessible for the hearing impaired.

Contact us today for more information, www.zenitel.com/content/campus-and-education-communication
INTELLIGIBLE AUDIO
The core need for handling these challenges is to be understood, loud and clear. If you need to do more with less, you’ll want to work as efficiently as possible. A combination of technology and trained personnel makes your school a smoothly running, more secure place for everyone. Crystal-clear audio is essential to this, especially in a critical situation where every second counts.

INTEGRATED SECURITY
Reliable communication between different systems is equally important. We share information through common protocols or dedicated drivers with other parts of the security system like Access Control and Video Cameras to enable automated processes. This makes it easier for your security team to work much more efficiently when faced with critical events.

WHY VINGTOR-STENTOFON?
The Vingtor-Stentofon critical communication portfolio offers state of the art quality audio software and hardware. Just press a button and you can call for immediate assistance, help and support. The voice on the end can be heard loud and clear, thus eliminating misunderstandings or misinterpretations. Even in very noisy environments we offer crystal clear audio - driven by our Turbine stations with 10 Watt amplifiers and active noise cancellation software included. Our quality products are built to last with backwards compatibility; this reduces the cost of ownership.

SELECTED REFERENCES:
Visit us online at www.zenitel.com for more information about our references and even more Vingtor-Stentofon projects.
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